
In the second of a two-part series, the first part of which featured Secondary Heads,
Anita Holford speaks to Primary Heads whose leadership and support for music has
had a striking impact on the achievements, aspirations and development of their
pupils and schools.

Iiderton Primary School is a large

multicultural, multi-faith school in

Southwark, South East London. There are

350 pupils aged three to 11 and more

than 30 languages are spoken. The

deprivation factor is more than double the

national average; around 45% of pupils

receive free school meals and 23% have

Special Educational Needs.

izabeth Hills was Deputy Head for six

years before becoming Head in 1996.

'''hen she joined the school, it had a poor

reputation and Ofsted results were

istently low. Since then, there's been a

arked change in the culture and

a.cilievements of the school. Last year, it

•....as ranked atthe top of the Contextual

Value Added list (a way of comparing

schools' achievements, taking into account

factors such as deprivation) and there's

been an increase of more than 20% in

certain SATs results.

Elizabeth sees music as the driving force

behind the change. 'I wanted every child to

have music, not just some of them. Music

is so inclusive - and for this school, that's

important. Music is a complete part of the

school ethos here, it's part of children's

lives - it's not an 'extra'. If you talk to the

kids, they will say, "it's just what we do".'

When Elizabeth first joined the school, she

remembers, 'it was in a poor state. For

years, it had been known as the 'travellers

school' because of a site nearby and

people avoided it. I felt these kids needed

something to be proud of. So we got a choir

going and a drum group ... we entered the

'ational Festival of Music for Youth and got

!'Ough to perform at Queen Elizabeth Hall

-c;o atpage: Penpol Choir by St Michael's Mount
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Members of IIderton Steel Band at a community event

and suddenly the school had something to

be proud of. The choir started to be invited

to perform at other events and the

confidence and self-esteem of the children

began to build.'

More music improves SATs

The introduction of SATs soon after spurred

Elizabeth on to introduce more music

rather than less. 'We were pushing pupils

to get good results and these poor kids

were giving everything they COUld. My link

advisor said "get your numbers right" and I

thought, if I want to get more out of them,

pushing them more won't help. So I looked

to music. I set up a steel band and it was

amazing - it's just grown and grown. And

we've seen it's had an impact on results.

'Our SATs have gone up steadily year on

year and now we're way above the national

average. 95% now achieve Level 4 Maths

and English - before we introduced

singing, we were at around 60%. I know

music has made that difference.'

According to Elizabeth, one of the most

important impacts of music is confidence

and self-esteem - and this translates into

improved learning. She says, 'the attitude

they get from performing is "I can do this"

- and that attitude goes straight back into

the classroom ... Our steel band has a

really confident, business-like attitude:

"we're going to play the best we can and

we're going to enjoy it". We now get paid to

perform in all sorts of places and they're

not phased by it at all.'

Peer-based learning

The steel band has also encouraged peer-

based learning in the school. The pupils

are so enthusiastic that they come into

school half an hour early each morning to

teach each other, supplementing a weekly

session with their teacher.

Another important aspect of the school's

music work is singing. 'Around eight years

ago, we were offered the chance to work

with the Voices Foundation as part of a
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project to do with the Docklands. It was

funded for us initially but we saw such an

impact that we've been using Wider Opps

money as well as part-funding it from the

school's budget because both I and my

govemors recognise the value of it.'

Since then, the school has been awarded a

Sing Up Platinum Award and is now a

Voices Foundation Beacon School. Singing

is integrated throughout the school and

takes place at all sorts of times during the

school day.

As a result, all the teachers are involved in

music. 'The Advisory teacher from Voices

trains us to teach music, not singing. They

teach them how to use the voice as an

instrument and in that way, every teacher

teaches their whole class music.'

Elizabeth's achievements at Iiderton led to

her appointment in 2007 as Head of a

two-school federation which includes

nearby Phoenix Primary. The schools are

at different sides of the same estate

yet IIderton's results were high and

Phoenix's (then called Evelyn Lowe) were

low. Eventually, the school was put in

Special Measures.

Music drives move from Special Measures

Two years after Elizabeth's appointment,

the school came out of Special Measures.

Once again, music was the driver. 'We

applied the same approach there in terms

of music. They have a brass group and

choirs and they love singing. As a result,

their confidence is so much better and

their reputation has really improved.

In their last Ofsted report, it specifically

mentions the quality of music.'

Elizabeth recognises how difficult it may be

for Heads to introduce more music into a

school but says, 'if you really want to go for

music, it will make a difference but you

have to take that leap of faith. There are a

lot of pressures, there's a lot of scrutiny but

you have to be brave.'

Hazlewood Primary School in Newcastle is

a suburban school of 200 pupils. 20%

of children are from Services families -

which gives the school a turbulent, changing

nature - and in 2010, it was designated an

'improving school' by Ofsted.

The school was at risk of losing much of its

music provision when the Deputy Head left

four years ago. He was a pianist and had

provided most of the music input in the

school - which, as Head teacher, Ali

Endean, has realised, 'had the unintentional

effect of de-skilling the rest of the staff'.

Since introducing singing into the school,

every teacher 'is now confident in using

music as an integral part of teaching across

the curriculum as well as in timetabled

Whole Class music lessons.' And, as with

Iiderton, the school has seen improvements

in both academic achievements and the

reputation of the school.

Ofsted sees music as strength

'Ofsted loved it and said that it gave the

school identity and encouraged children to

take initiative. Their last report said, "Music

is a strength, embedded across the

curriculum". We've seen improvements in

our SATs results for Key Stage 2,

particularly in English but also in maths.'

'Singing has made a massive difference to

our school,' she continues. 'The snowball

effect was incredible - it's been a

revelation to me. Children have grown in

confidence and improved their speaking

and listening skills. Parents and governors

are delighted by the impact of singing and

it has raised our profile as a school.'

Ali had tried other ways of introducing

music into the school but found that none

of them were sustainable. 'We'd had

musicians coming in to develop music in

the school but they didn't understand how

they could fit into our school curriculum.
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Some of them didn't understand the

basics of how we timetable our work and

what we need.'

Sustainable singing

'Sing Up was different. Two musicians

came into the school for one afternoon a

week and also came to staff meetings

where we sang. We had a ball - within two

weeks we were singing four-part

harmonies. People were quite quickly going

back into the classroom feeling much more

confident about delivering music. The first

year was about finding our own voice; then

we gradually had less input from

practitioners and there was more

emphasis on staff delivering music.'

Singing happens throughout the day now

and across all subjects in the curriculum.

'Our teachers use it naturally as part of all

their teaching as well ~s teaching it as a

stand-alone subject and that's important

too,' says Ali.

In addition to timetabled music, children

sing the register and teachers use music to

attract attention (for example, clapping a

rhythm), to mark the change between one

lesson or topic and another or to get pupils

into the right frame of mind for a different

type of learning. There are lunchtime

singing clubs, some of them run by pupil

'singing leaders', and at celebrations and

events, staff sing for the children to

reinforce the message that they're learners

too. Pupils and teachers have also sung in

the local community: at shopping centres,

in Newcastle City Hall and on the local

Creative costumes for one of Penpol's school plays
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"3:.::: =J:,i. Children are enthusiastic

=-C'_-= ~ W.g and regularly ask to perform

---x End outside.

-_ o:ees music as a way of enriching the

::"~:::ulum and enhancing children's

::£.'r.ing. 'You've got to be able to inspire

_.s children and help them enjoy learning

- and music's a way to do that. You can tell

~ries through music, learn maths through

you're under for high stakes assessment is

huge. We'd hoped things would get easier

so we could concentrate on the whole child

more but it's a really difficult balancing act.

Yet it's a false strategy simply to do more

maths and science to improve results.

Children in Primary schools need those

humanising aspects to their development.

If you don't give children the opportunity to

develop the creative side of their brain,

jthm and counting, use music to help

:;;::Idren remember disparate pieces of

·'"';i'ormation. The learning gets embedded

";lore easily that way. And when you make

music, you develop that self-belief.'

usic has also helped teachers and

children to understand their own and

others' capabilities. 'Sometimes, as

teachers, you make assumptions about

children. Through music, you can find out

lIhat they're capable of; it changes

people's perceptions of children, raises

eir own aspirations and helps them to

aim high. And they come out of it with a

raft of skills that otherwise would be

forgotten and not nurtured.'

Stem subjects need music

~.Jalso recognises the difficulties for

'-leads who feel pressure to focus on 'stem'

subjects. 'Ps a Head, the pressure that
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then you can forget about quality and

progress in other areas.'

She says that the Head's role is critical,

both in helping pupils and teachers to

believe in their abilities and in promoting

the importance of music. It can also give

Heads the opportunity to present

themselves as 'equals in learning'.

'As a Head teacher, or perhaps someone

in the Senior Management Team, you have

to be really passionate and be able to take

people along. It helps to show you're not

expecting them to be experts, that you're

in there as well; it's a level playing field.

It needs to be introduced in that way and

not as a dictat. You have to get in there

and fill your lungs too! If you approach

it with good humour and conviction and

you keep saying, our children can do that,

we can do that, we can be better -

it works!'

At Penpol Primary School in Hayle,

Cornwall, Head teacher, Paul Hodson,

. has introduced a product-based curriculum

in which IT and music play equally irnportant

parts. They've also both played an irnportant

part in the transformation of the school frorn

a 'Satisfactory' level to being rated by Ofsted

as 'Outstanding' in 2011.

Hayle is a deprived town which used to be

the 'Silicon Valley' of Victorian England -

producing machinery for mines and ship-

building. But since those days, the area has

fallen into decline. 25% of the pupils are on

free school rneals and there is double the

national average of children with Special

Educational Needs. Children join the school

having particularly low attainment levels but

they leave with SAT outcomes above the

national averages.

Paul returned to the s~hool in 2001, having

been Deputy Head in the '80s. At the time,

the school was in dire straits: only 40% of

pupils were achieving SATs Level 4 or above

and pupils, teachers and parents had lost

their sense of pride about the school.

'The Head of 30 years was retiring,

everyone was down and I was also an

Ofsted inspector!' explains Paul. 'We said,

what can we do to bring everyone together?

And we came up with a big show to raise

everyone's spirits and set the scene for the

year - and we continue to do that.'

Planning, process and product

'We decided right at the start that we

weren't going to take a Fordist approach to

learning. If your school feels like a factory

workshop, the kids will get bored and

rebel and the teachers will be uninspired.

If you inject a good bit of creative fun,

you'll find that other things will improve

including the learning.'

The school structures all of its learning on

three stages: planning, process and

product. 'The children actually see a

product as a result of their learning. Our

school is full of wonderful products. For

example, the pupils studied basking sharks

and came up with the idea of this product,

a huge basking shark which is hanging in

my office. You put your hand in its mouth

and can pull out a fact about it.'

IT is a central part of pupils' learning and

the school has received national and

international recognition and won a
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number of competitions for their work in

this area. After winning the Red Nose

awards for their film-making, they were

asked to make other films for Comic Relief

and Sports Relief, ranging from a film using

'silly sports' to encourage children not to

be afraid to take part to one encouraging

children to eat their 'five a day'. Paul says,

'we look at what we're studying then ask

how do we use IT to make it fun?'

Music is school's DNA

Music is approached in the same way - it's

part of the DNA of the school as well as

always having an end result. Although

traditional Whole Class music lessons and

private one-to-one and small group

instrumental tuition still feature, music

extends far beyond these lessons. As Paul

explains, 'we work towards musical products

and it's totally integrated into the life of the

school and the pupils. In real life, music is

everywhere - it's not compartmentalised

and it shouldn't be in school.'

Music is explored as part of everything

from learning about another country to

learning about figures in history. Paul gives

an example of one class of pupils which

has produced a CD called Genius. It's a

rap about Shakespeare which they're

planning to send to the Horrible Histories

television programme.

There are regular performance opportunities

including two major musicals at Christmas

and in the Summer (modern musicals written

by two of the teachers with lyrics often

created by pupils). The choir regularly

visits old people's homes and gives an

annual performance at local landmark,

St Michael's Mount. There's also an annual

evening lantern parade featuring the

school band.

Not surprisingly, IT forms an important part

of music provision. There's a twice-weekly

Garage Band club and the school has

recently invested in iPads so pupils can

make music using Apps. This Summer, the

school entered the Cornwall Music Festival

with their choir and band and was the first

group to perform there using iPad drums.

'We're a musical school,' says Paul. 'It's

cool to do music in our school. From my

point of view as Head, this rubs off on their

academic work. If you can get them

performing, their self-esteem rises and

they start believing in themselves.

Penpol pupils rehearsing for their school play

....

Learning music addresses key National

Curriculum skills

'I know schools that have culled music

over the last few years because they

want to concentrate on improving results.

But when people talk about academic

achievement, they forget that the National

Curriculum isn't just about subjects,' he

continues. 'Importantly, right at the start,

it talks about six key skills which the

subjects feed - communication, working

with others, assessing your own ability,

problem-solving - and you can pretty well

match all of the key skills to what

happens when you're learning music. And

if you're improving key skills, you improve

your performance in everything you do.'

IIderton Primary School

www.ilderton.southwark.sch.uk

Hazlewood Primary School

www.hazlewoodprimary.org.uk

Pen pol Primary School

www.penpolschool.co.uk

Sing Up www.singup.org

The Voices Foundation www.voices.org.uk

Rise to the Challenge, a film made for

Sports Relief by Penpol Primary School

www.youtube.comjwatch?v=pVTIG3POUY
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Give Me Five, a film to promote healthy

eating by Pen pol Primary School

www.youtube.comjwatch?v=n92BzGPdaK

g&context=C4efOd22ADvjVQa 1PpcFMq kLy

2k02A-tnHojW_04VHYwpFxDsE90A=

Sad Princess, a film by Pen pol Primary

School - winner of the Red Nose

Animation Competition

www.youtube.comjwatch?v=-KKY4ZZ-

uvl&context=C438b25eADvjVQa 1PpcFMq

kLy2k02A-qenkdwylk851Ki7 -dmor1M=

Penpol Primary School's YouTube Channel

www.youtube.comjuserjpenpolmedia
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